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For l~<k~<n, let V(n, k) denote the set of n (n -1) - . .  (n -k+l )  sequences of k distinct 
elements from {1 . . . . .  n}. Let us define the graph F(n, k) on the vertex set V(n, k) by joining 
two sequences if they differ at exactly one place. We investigate the chromatic number and 
another elated parameter of these graphs. We give a sharp answer for some infinite families, 
using the theory of sharply transitive permutation groups. The problems discussed are related to 
a question of Henkin, Monk and Tarski in mathematical logic. 
I .  Introduction 
The combinatorial problem we shall discuss in this paper was raised by H. 
Andr6ka and I. N6meti [1] in connection with a question in mathematical logic. 
Let A be a finite set of cardinality n and let k be a natural number, 1 ~< k <~ n. By 
V(A, k) we shall denote the set of n(n-  1)- • • (n -  k + 1) sequences of k distinct 
elements from A. (Sometimes we shall simply write V(n, k).) We shall call a 
partition 1r of V(A, k) dense if for every class C of ~r, every w ~ V(A, k) and 
every i (1~<i ~<k), there exists a w'~ C such that we have w i'-- wi for ] = 
1 , . . . ,  i -1 ,  i + 1 , . . . ,  k. The problem is to determine the maximum number of 
classes in dense partitions. We denote this number by N(n, k). 
On the other hand we define a graph F(A, k) on V(A, k) making two 
sequences adjacent if they differ in exactly one component. Simultaneously with 
N(n, k) we shall investigate the chromatic number x(n, k)= x(F(A, k)). 
Proposilion 1. We have 
N(n, k )~n-k  + l <~x(n, k). 
Moreover, equality on either side implies equality on the other side. 
Proof.  Let us choose an i (l~<i~<k) and elements a l , . . . , a~_t ,  a~+t , . . . ,ak  
(aj~A, a~:a~ if ]¢m). Denote by A the subset of V(A,k) consisting of those 
sequences w for which wj=a~ ( ]= l , . . . , i - l , i+ l , . . . , k ) .  As wi 
A\{al,...,a~_l,a~+~,...,ak}, clearly IA l=n-k+l  follows. If is a dense 
partition, then, by definition, each class of ~r must contain at least one element of 
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A, so we have N(n, k )~n-k  + 1. On the other hand A induces a complete 
subgraph of F(A, k), hence x(n, k)t> n -  k + 1. Furthermore, 7r is a dense parti- 
tion consisting of n - k + 1 classes if[ each possible A is a set of representatives for
the classes of ¢r if[ ~r determines an (n -  k + 1)-coloring of F(A, k). Here the first 
equivalence is obvious, the second follows from the fact that eve~ edge of 
F(A, k) belongs to some za. [] 
As H. Andr6ka and I. N6meti [1] pointed out, N(n, k) can be used for 
estimating q(n, k), the minimal number such that every k-dimensional cylindric 
set algebra on an n-element basis can be generated by q(n, k) elements. Namely, 
they proved the inequalities 
[log2 N(n, k)] ~q(n, k )~ [log2 (n -k  + 1)]. 
So whenever we have N(n, k) = n - k + 1, we can determine q(n, k). (Of course an 
appropriate lower bound for N(n, k) is also sufficient.) The problem of charac- 
terizing q(n, k) for every pair (n, k) of natural numbers was raised by Henkin, 
Monk and Tarski [2, p. 127]. S. Comer has proved q(n, n)= 1 and L. Henkin has 
proved q(n, k)>----log2(n/k), provided n/k is an integer (see [2, p. 65]). 
Theorem 1 will provide a construction establishing the equality N(n, k)= 
n - k + 1 for certain values of n and k. This construction is based on the existence 
of certain groups, making use of the high symmetry of F(A, k). In the last part of 
this paper we shaU consider the case k = n -  2. We shall show that 
N ( n, n _ 2 ) = ~2 i f3~<n~<6, 
if n~>7. 
In the latter case the estimate of Andr6ka and N6meti yields 1 ~q(n, n-2)<~2.  
Hence for these values of n and k their method is not sufficient for determining 
the value of q(n, k). 
2. The group-construction 
The following construction is based on the concept of sharply transitive groups. 
By definition, a permutation group G on the n-element set A is sharply k- 
transitive (1<~ k---<n) if for any (a t , . . . ,  ak), (b l , . . . ,  bk)~ V(A, k) there is one 
and only one permutation g~ G such that g(a i) = b i (] = 1 , . . . ,  k) (see [3]). In 
order to avoid superfluous case-distinctions, we shall regard the trivial group as a 
sharply 0-transitive group. 
Theorem 1. If  there exists a sharply (k - 1)-transitive permutation group G of degree 
n, then 
x(n, k) = n - k + 1 = N(n, k ). 
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Proo| .  Let A ={al ,  a2 , . . . ,  an}. We may suppose that G acts on A. We shall 
define an (n -k  + 1)-coloring of F(A, k). Let the classes corresponding to the 
different colors be defined as follows: 
C i{ (g(a l ) , . . . ,  g(ak-1), g(ak+j)) tgeG},  ]=0,  1 , . . . ,  n-k .  
First we show that these classes really form a partition of V(A, k). For, if 
w = (Wl , . . . ,  wk)e V(A, k), then there is a unique g~ G for which g(a~)= wi 
(i = 1 , . . . ,  k - 1), since G is sharply (k - 1)-transitive. Hence the class C i contain- 
ing w is uniquely determined by the equation g(ak+i) = Wk. Furthermore, if w ~ C i, 
then any k - 1 components of w determine the corresponding permutation, hence 
the remaining component as well. Thus no two elements of Cj are adjacent. 
Therefore this partition is an (n - k + 1)-coloring of F(A, k). Now the assertion of 
the theorem follows from Proposition 1. [] 
Luckily, the sharply transitive permutation groups have been classified (see [3]). 
In the following table all the possible values of k and n (1 <~ k ~< n) for which there 
exist sharply (k-1)-transit ive permutation groups of degree n are given. (p" 
denotes an arbitrary prime power.) Some examples of such groups are also listed 
in Table 1. 
Table 1 




4 p '+ l  
5 11 
6 12 
n -1  n 
One-element group 
Regular group (el. Cayley's theorem) 
Group of linear functions over GF(pr) a 
Group of fl, actional inear functions over GF(p') a 
Mathieu group, Ml l  
Mathieu group, Mtz 
Alternating group, A~ 
Symmetric group, Sn 
For certain values of p" other such groups also exist. 
In cases k = 3, 4 the colorings corresponding to the linear and fractional linear 
groups, respectively, can be defined in geometric terms too. Namely, in case k = 3, 
n = p" we may identify the set A with the n-element field and assign as a 'color' 
to a triple (x, y, z) the ratio (x -z ) / ( z -  y). In the case k = 4, n = p'+ 1, we may 
identify the set A with the projective line over GF(p')  and assign to a quadruple 
(x, y, z, t) the cross ratio (x - z)(y - t)/(x - t)(y - z). 
3.  T~e case  k = n - 2 
In order to obtain a lower bound for N(n, n -2 )  we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 1. For 1 ~ k < n, N(n, k) ~ N(n, k + 1) holds. 
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Proof. Let IAI = n and assume that a dense partition ~r of V(A, k + 1) into N 
classes is given. Let us suppose that A is linearly ordered. Now if w ~ V(A, k), 
then define w+~V(A,k+l )  so that wT=w i ( j= l , . . . , k )  and wk+~ is the 
minimal element of A\{w~, . . . ,  wk}. We shall construct a dense partition ~r + of 
V(A, k) into N classes. If C is a class of ~r, then let the corresponding class C + of 
~r + be the set of all elements w ~ V(A, k) satisfying w+~ C. rr + is obviously a 
partition of V(A, k) into N classes. As for its denseness, if C + is a class of ~r +, 
w ~ V(A, k) and 1 <~ i <<- k, then set 
and 
Wk+l  = min(A \{wl ,  • • • , wi-1, wi+l ,  • . .  , wk})  
A={u~ V(A ,k ) lu~=w i (d= l , . . . , i - l , i+  l , . . . , k )  and U~Wk+I}. 
Now we have 
A+={u+lu~A} 
= {v V(A,  k + 1) I vj =wj ( j= l , . . . , i - l , i+ l , . . . , k ,k+l )} .  
By the denseness of 1r, it follows that A +N C# ¢. Thus A Cl C+# ¢, proving the 
denseness of 7r +. [] 
Combining our results we find 
N(n, n - 2) >I N(n, n - 1) = 2 
and 
N(n, n -2 )~n- (n -2 )+ l=3,  
and moreover, N(n, n -2 )  = 3 iff X(n, n -2 )  = 3. Therefore our task is simply to 
determine whether F(n, n -  2) is 3-chromatic. 
By Theorem 1, the answer is affirmative for n = 3, 4, 5 and 6. Since F(7, 5) is 
isomorphic to a subgraph of the graphs F(n, n - 2) for n > 7, it will be sufficient o 
prove that F(7, 5) is not 3-chromatic. The way we shall follow in proving this 
claim is inductive. We determine all the possible 3-colorings for n = 4, 5, 6 and 
then we show the impossibility of a 3-coloring for n = 7. For F= F(A, k), a cA  
and 1 ~< i ~< k, we denote the subgraph induced by all those vertices (i.e. sequences) 
whose ith component is a by Ft.  The main idea is to control how the 3-colorings 
of F~ extend to 3-colorings of F. 
We shall regard two colorings as different, if the corresponding partitions are 
different. A permutation on A induces a permutation of the vertices of F(A, k) in 
the obvious way, and this is clearly a graph-automorphism. If a coloring can be 
obtained from another by such an automorphism, then we say that these colorings 
are not essentially different. Obviously, if a coloring corresponds to a group G (of. 
Theorem 1),.then those colorings which are not essentially different from this are 
exactly those which correspond to the different conjugates of G. 
n=4.  
The graph F(4, 2) is isomorphic to the line graph of the cube. It is an easy 
exercise to verify that its 3-colorings are the following: 
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(a) three 3-colorings corresponding to the three cyclic subgroups of order 4 in 
$4. (E.g. the partition belonging to the group generated by the 4-cycle (a b c d) 
is Cl={(a,b),(b,c),(c,d),(d,a)}; Cz={(a,c),(b,d),(c,a),(d,b)}; C3={(a,d), 
(b, a), (c, b), (d, c)}.) 
(b) one 3-coloring corresponding to the so-called four-group 
{1, (ab)(cd), (ac)(bd), (ad)(bc)}. 
(The partition: Cx={(a,b), (b,a), (c,d), (d, c)}; C2={(a,c), (b,d), (c,a), (d, b)}; 
(73 = {(a, d), (b, c), (c, b), (d, a)}.) 
Observe that in any case there is at least one 'symmetric' lass. (Namely C2 in 
case (a) and all classes in case (b).) 
n~5.  
~Olmsitioa 2. Let A = {a, b, c, d, e}, F = F(A, 3). F has six 3-colorings corres- 
ponding to the six doubly transitive subgroups of order 20 in $5. These colorings are 
not essentially different. Each coloring of type (a) of any I~ (x ~ A, 1 <~ i <~ 3) has 
two extensions to 3-colorings of F. If ~ is colored according to the group generated 
by (Ya Yz Ys Y4) (i.e. A ={x, Ya, Y2, Y3, Y4}), then these two extensions can be 
obtained from each other by applying the automorphism of F induced by the 
transposition (Yt Ys)- No 3-coloring of type (b) of ~ can be extended to a 
3-coloring of F. 
l~oot. Let us suppose that we are given a 3-coloring of F. If C is one of the three 
classes of vertices with the same color, then as the proof of Proposition 1 shows 
any two components of a triple in C uniquely determine its third component. 
Thus we can define 
x z i fx=y 
xy = if (x, y, z )e  C 
and this operation defines a quasigroup (i.e. the multiplication table is a Latin 
square). Of course, this multiplication depends on the choice of the class C. Even 
for x :~ y the products of x and y corresponding to the three classes are pairwise 
different. 
First we show that there is essentially one 3-coloring of F. Let Ca be a class 
whose trace in F~ is symmetric. Now we are going to determine the quasigroup 
corresponding to Ca. As our goal is to determine the essentially different 
colorings, we may suppose without loss of generality that ab = c, ac = b, ad = e, 
ae = d. For be we have three possibilities: a, d, e. Again taking into consideration 
permutations of A, it is enough to distinguish two cases according to bc = a or 
bc = d. In the first case bd = c but there remains no possibility for be. Therefore 
bc = d and for bd we have two choices: (i) bd = a or (ii) bd = c. Now all the other 
products can be uniquely determined step-by-step making use of the quasigroup 
property. In case (i): be=c, ba=e, cd=b, ce=a, de=b, ed=c, ec=a, eb=d, 
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ea = b, ca  = d, cb  = e, da  = c, db  = a, dc  = e;  in case (ii): be = a, ba = e, ce = b, 
cd=a,  ca=d,  cb=e,  de=c,  da=b,  db=a,  dc=e,  ea=c,  eb=d,  ec=a,  ed=b.  
Secondly, we are going to derive the multiplication table of the class containing 
(a, b, d). Now we can make use of not only the quasigroup roperty but also the 
fact that products defined by different classes must differ. So in case (i): the 
products corresponding to this class can only be: ab = d, cb = a, eb = c, db = e, 
ea = d, ba = c, da = b, ca = e, and there remains no choice for cd. Therefore only 
case (ii) can occur, when we have ab = d, cb = a, eb = c, db = e, ac = e, bc =a,  
dc = b, ec = d, ed = a, ea = b, da = c, de=a,  ca=e,  ba = d, cd = b, ce = d, bd = e, 
be=c,  ad = c, ae = b. 
So the 3-coloring of F is essentially unique. Therefore it belongs to a sharply 
2-transitive subgroup G of $5. Every 3-coloring of F can be obtained from this 
one by applying an automorphism of F induced by a permutation of A, thus every 
3-coloring of F corresponds to a subgroup of $5 conjugate to G. As it is easy to 
check, G is selfnormalizing of index 6 in S5, hence the number of different 
3-colorings is six. 
The restriction of a 3-coloring of F to a /~ (x ~ A, 1 ~< i <~ 3) gives a 3-coloring 
which corresponds to the stabilizer of x in the group of linear functions over the 
5-element field. This stabilizer is cyclic, so only 3-colorings of type (a) of/ '~ can 
have extensions. By symmetry we infer that each of the three 3-colorings of type 
(a) has two extensions. The automorphism induced by the transposition men- 
tioned in the proposition preserves the partition of F~ but changes the partition of 
F, since this transposition does not belong to any of the normalizers of the sharply 
2-transitive subgroups of Ss. [] 
/ ' /=6. 
l~mlmsillon 3. Let A = {a, b, c, d, e, f}, F= F(A ,  4). F has six 3-colorings corres- 
ponding to the six triply transitive subgroups of  order 120 in $6. These colorings are 
not essentially different. Any  3-coloring of  I~ (x cA ,  1~ i ~<4) has a unique 
extension to a 3-coloring of  F. 
]Proof. Our group-construction yields a 3-coloring of F corresponding to the 
group of fractional linear functions of the projective line over the five-element 
field. This group is selfnormalizing in 86 and its index is 6, so it has six conjugates, 
which define six different but not essentially different 3-colorings of F. By 
symmetry any of the six 3-colorings o f /~  must have exactly one extension of this 
type. So we only have to show that these are the only 3-colorings of F. 
Now let us be given a partition ¢r corresponding to an arbitrary 3-coloring of F. 
The restriction of ¢r to F~ has a unique extension into a partition ~r' 
corresponding to a 3-coloring of F, which belongs to an appropriate subgroup of 
$6. We can identify A with the projective line over GF(5) in such a way that this 
latter 3-coloring is defined by the cross ratio and a corresponds to oo. Now ¢r and 
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It' agree on /~4. Since both 1r [/~s and ~r'[ ~ are extensions of 1r [/~s f'l/~4 = 
~r'[/~s fq/~4, it follows from Proposition 2 that either ~r I/~s = 7r'[/~s or ~r [/~s = 
orlr' I/~s holds, where or is the automorphism of F induced by the transposition 
(2 3). Similarly, either ~r I = or I I where • is induced by 
(3 4). Thus on/~s f3 F~ we have 
f or -- 1r = or orq)- TTI "t 
But it is easy to check that 1r', orTr' and z~r' are pairwise different on/~s N r~, so ~r 
and ~r' must agree on ~ and on r~ too. Repeated application o f  this argument 
shows that the coloring of/~4 uniquely determines the coloring of the whole F, 
therefore ~r coincides with 7r'. [] 
n=7.  
Let A ={a, b, c, d, e, f, g}, F= F(A, 5). We shall show that r is not 3-chro- 
matic. For contradiction, let q~:V---~3 be a 3-coloring of r .  Let or be the 
automorphism of r which interchanges the first and second components of 
sequences in V(A, 5) and replaces the letters a and b by b and a respectively. 
Now q~ maps F~ onto F~ and acts trivially on F~ f'l F~. Hence both q~ and or~ are 
3-colorings of F~ extending q~lF~f3Fb2, so from Proposition 3 we infer that 
~oIF~= orq~ [F~, i.e. or lF~ is color-preserving. H we define 1- to be the au- 
tomorphism of F which interchanges the first two components and replaces b by c 
and c by b, then we get similarly that r lF~ is also color-preserving. Hence it 
follows that zor [F~: F~--~ F~ is color-preserving. If w ~ V(F~) is such that the 
letters b and c do not occur in w then w and w-rtr differ only in the first component 
but have the same color, a contradiction. [] 
Summarizing the results of this section we obtain: 
l leorem 2. We have 
~2 i fn=3,4 ,5 ,6 ,  
N(n, n -2 )= if n >17. 
Every dense partition of r(n, n -  2) into 3 classes (i.e. every 3-coloring) corresponds 
to a sharply (n -  3)-transitive subgroup of S,. 
The smallest values of n and k for which we did not determine the exact value 
of N(n, k) are n =6 and k = 3. By Proposition I and Lemma 1, we have 
3~<N(6, 3)~4.  The method of controlling extensions (as in ease k = n -2)  seems 
to require arduous work since F(5, 2) has 56 different 4-colorings (3 of them are 
essentially different). Since this paper was written, using a computer Brandon 
McKay has found that )¢(6, 3)= 5. Therefore, by Proposition 1, we have N(6, 3)= 
3. 
